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the premium ca version of jetcam can be controlled via a web interface (jetcam connect) from any workstation on the company network. this version allows both manual and
automatic nesting capabilities, and will be available soon for both v16 and v18. the latest version of jetcam connect allows users to tailor the nesting system for a particular

job, view or print the job setups, and export or import jobs. jetcam crosstrack enterprise can be seamlessly integrated into any enterprise resource planning (erp) software to
improve productivity. all nesting jobs can be tracked via a web interface and be accompanied by a full audit trail and reporting feature. the same job can be instantly be

replicated and offered to multiple customers. it is only possible to nest with jetcam crosstrack on our v16 or v18 nesting systems. jetcam crosstrack can be customized to be
fully integrated into any erp package. whether it is jetcam crosstrack enterprise or jetcam crosstrack enterprise v16 or jetcam crosstrack enterprise v18, jetcam is available to
fully integrate into any erp package. layer trainer jetcam international (monaco) has developed an innovative tool called layer trainer that provides unparalleled assistance to
the composite fabricator in the process of multi-material layups, or, as we call it, composite material creation. the tool is a toolbox that can be used to create, train, simulate
and verify layups that contain layers made from different materials. it provides a variety of features including cutaway support and feature extraction to help the fabricator to
more precisely predict the behavior of the components. layups can be created in a wide variety of scenarios such as triple, double, multi-ply and single-ply, with or without the
use of a nesting system. layups can also be created for the same material or different materials. layouts can be created at any stage of production, including an initial layout,

and can be sent to superior for ordering.
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